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ICPSR

April 11, 2008

The following announcement comes from ICPSR, which is available via GALILEO here:

The Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research (provided to the Georgia Southern campus by Henderson Library) is pleased to announce the development of several managed email lists that are intended to serve both a broader and a more focused community within your institutions!

Why have we developed these? For some time now, we have received requests that additional individuals beyond the designated campus representative be enabled to receive general announcements about ICPSR developments. There have also been requests for targeted announcements regarding programs/projects including the Summer Program and the emerging Online Learning Center.

More information and sign-up for all of these lists can be found here on the ICPSR website: http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/ICPSR/org/lists/index.html

OLC-Announce

This list will carry announcements from ICPSR staff specifically related to the Online Learning Center and teaching with data issues. Announcements might include notices of new DDLGs or other teaching resources and tools added to the site as well as upcoming presentations of our teaching resources at professional meetings.

This list is available to the public.

Summprog-Announce

This email list will carry announcements specifically related to ICPSR’s Summer Program in Quantitative Methods. Announcements might include updates on particular courses or information on new courses or scholarships.

This list is also available to the public.

Kind regards,

-ICPSR Staff

Linda Detterman

Marketing & Membership Director

ICPSR

University of Michigan

734.615.5494

lindamd@umich.edu
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